Back to 1984:
The Role of American Universites in Dismantling Liberal Democracy
By Liah Greenfeld
The paper will discuss the psychological pressures of free society and the resultng tendency
towards totalitarianism -- an ever-present cultural undercurrent in liberal democracies.
Recessive in periods of optmism (created by economic growth, military victories, internatonal
prestge), this tendency may become dominant when natonal self-confdence vanes and
especially dangerous when it takes hold of the cultural elites. The positon occupied by the
university system, these elites' alma mater and major employer, is partcularly important. A
baston against the totalitarian tendency during signifcant scientfc breakthroughs which
increase the authority of science (representng and requiring freedom of thought and
expression as a necessary conditon of intellectual creatvity), it becomes its hothouse with the
development of bureaucracy, when emphasis on creatvity is inevitably replaced by the stress
on competence. Today, it will be argued, all the conditons favoring totalitarian tendency
combine to undermine liberal democratc society from within, with freedom of expression
being the frst target of atack.

As it always happens, the experience of totalitarianism preceded the term. This experience is
rather recent. It was unknown before the emergence of natonalism in the 16 th century, and
before modernity, in general, and democracy, in partcular, which appeared together and as a
result of natonalism (all three also for a long tme unnamed). The original, English, natonalism,
thus the original form of modernity, was individualistcc the original modern democracy,
however imperfect, was also individualistc i.e., it was liberal democracy. Totalitarianism, at its
root, is a psychological reacton to the individualistc natonalism, modernity, and democracy. It
is the radical and, in its psychological nature, “reactonaryy form of modern collectvism.
Modern collectvism can also be historical: an expression of cultural traditons, rather than a
psychological reacton. Collectvist traditons may reinforce totalitarian reacton and likely
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contribute to its insttutonalilaton. Some collectvistc natonalisms, and “socialy or “populary
democracies which they commonly foster, are clearly grounded in both. However, even
insttutonalilaton of totalitarianism is possible in the absence of collectvistc traditons, while
structurally uncrystalliled totalitarianism is an important social current within every
individualistc society and liberal democracy. In its essence, the totalitarian reacton is a
reacton, within the conditons of a secular egalitarian society, against the idea of the individual
as an autonomous actor. This implies the denial of the ideal of liberty (as unnatural and antsocial): the rejecton of individual freedom and insistence on the subjugaton of the individual
to the collectve as a mater of principle not only in overt behavior but also and especially in
thought and feeling.
The term “totalitarianismy refects this attude, which was originally artculated as the desire
for the absolute identty of individuality and totality in the work of German Romantcs and
idealist philosophers (Fichte and Schelling among others) who belonged to their circle, and of
Hegel and his many followers. The inventor of the term, Giovanni Amendola, was a philosopher
himself and had profound familiarity with this body of literature. German Romantcism was far
more than a school of thought: it was a form of consciousness, an existental orientaton, a
vision of reality which could hardly be described as Marx would have it, namely, a conscious
awareness of what is. Provoked by the experiences of its creators, the Romantc vision helped
them to cope with these experiences, transforming reality in the process. In the late 18 th
century Romantc mentality with the totalitarian aspiraton at its core was contained within a
narrow intellectual circle, but Romantcism happened to be the mold of German natonalism,
and when, in the early decades of the 19 th century, this emerged, totalitarianism became a
politcal force. It was Italian natonalism as imagined by Giovanni Gentle (and Mussolini) that
was responsible for its name-recogniton. Amendola, who coined the term, was a critc of
Mussolini and wanted to stress the ant-liberal implicatons of the Fascist agenda, but the
neologism was eagerly embraced by Fascist ideologues. They used it to characterile both their
spirit and the ideal Fascist state, and proudly admited that their aspiraton was for “total
representaton of the naton and total guidance of natonal goals.y
Then, about three decades afer the inventon of the moniker in 1923, totalitarianism became
an object of academic discussion, for social scientsts and politcal theorists showed no interest
in the phenomenon untl the Cold War. Remarkably, when this at last happened, they took
Mussolini at his word, acceptng his aspiraton for fait accompli and treatng totalitarianism as a
descripton of an actual politcal community. (It should be noted that they were not solely
responsible for this mistake: they followed the lead of Winston Churchill, who used
“totalitarianismy in his 1946 “Iron Curtainy speech to describe the Soviet regime, though in his
case this was done with a clearly ideological purpose in mind.) Among social scientsts, politcal
theorists, and those whom they advised thereafer totalitarianism was commonly associated
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with the intrusive, centraliled state, controlling every aspect of its citlenss lives, its
paradigmatc examples in history being the Nali regime in Germany (very ofen referred to as
“fascismy) and the Soviet one in Russia. Naturally, this discussion focused on the means by
which the centraliled state achieved such total control, emphasiling instruments of state terror
that distnguished the “totalitariany politcal apparatus most sharply from the liberal
democratc one, concentraton and death camps in Nali Germany and labor camps in the Soviet
Union. It was assumed that total control (i.e., of acton and thought in all spheres of life) of the
entre populaton was the intenton behind these camps, and that they were indeed successful
in achieving this goal, assuring not simply compliance but whole-hearted, willing partcipaton
of the masses of the people in the totalitarian project. By the tme expert theories of
totalitarianism were developed, Nali Germany was defeated and the Soviet Union entering the
period of Khruschevss “thaw,y which put an end to the terror of Stalinss tme, and swifly
moving into Brelhnevss “stagnaton.y The evidence coming from both Germany and the Soviet
Union strongly suggested that the vast majority of both populatons, unafected by the camps,
was not terroriled by their existence but believed that they existed for the greater good,
cooperated with the regime only when this was in oness personal interest, found numerous
ways of going around its dictates when it was not, and, in general, was politcally unengaged
namely, that the paradigmatc totalitarian states, however, centraliled and terrorist, were not
totalitarian (or at least extremely unsuccessful in their totalitarian aspiraton). This led to a
widespread confusion, inspiring Daniel Bell to quip that “totalitarianismy is a concept in search
of reality.1 Stll, Wikipedia opens it entry on totalitarianism with a defniton: “Totalitarianism is
a politcal system in which the state holds total control over the society and seeks to control all
aspects of public and private life wherever possible,y and Britannica states: “Totalitarianism is
a form of government that theoretcally permits no individual freedom and that seeks to
subordinate all aspects of the individualss life to the authority of the government. …By the
beginning of WWII, “totalitariany had become synonymous with absolute and oppressive
single-party government.y
It may appear that the frst fctonal descripton of the totalitarian experience its frst model in
literature, Zamiatnss novel We, which comes from the Soviet Union -- lends credence to this
noton of totalitarianism as a centraliled, all-controlling state like the Soviet one. Russian
literature since 1850s, post-Romantcism, goes under the name of Critcal Realism (something
not without relevance, perhaps, for those who subscribe to Critcal Realism in sociological
theory, emerging as I write as the latest fashion in that feld) and it is assumed that Zamiatnss
novel, obviously critcal of its protagonist society, is also realist, i.e., that it describes the
Bolshevik state of its tme. It does not, because in 1921, when it was writen, there was no such
state. Russia was in the throes of a civil war, its disordered conditon least of all imaginable in
terms of the minute regimentaton of a populaton under the total and uniform -- control of
1 Quoted in Peter Baehr, p. 2345 in “Totalitarianism,y New Dictonary of the History of Ideas, pp. 2342-2348.
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the state. Neither do the other generally recogniled and widely read literary models of
totalitarianism (Aldous Huxleyss Brave New World and George Orwellss Animal Farm and 1984).
These were constructed by Englishmen who had no direct knowledge of any “totalitarian
regime.y Were Huxley and Orwell (1984 is indeed ofen interpreted as a depicton of the Soviet
Union, a more “realistcy sequel to Animal Farm) to such an extent preoccupied with
experiences of far-away lands as to devote to them their supreme creatve eforts? And, if so,
why then Huxley placed his characters in London and Orwellss humans, at least, were
indoctrinated by Ingsoc and not a worldview more suggestve of a Germanic, Slavic, or
Italianate derivaton?
The answer is these three great writers wrote about the reality they knew intmately and not
about politcal regimes that they would never know. Totalitarian societes all three depicted
were imaginary there are no such societes anywhere, but what they imagined in them was
the fruiton of actual totalitarian tendencies which they confronted in their actual societes,
England perhaps even more than (pre-1920) Russia. (While Huxley and Orwell had no
experience of Russia, Zamiatn lived in England: he supplemented his Petersburg engineering
educaton at Britsh shipyards.) For while there can never be a truly totalitarian state, there are
truly totalitarian aspiratons: the examples of German Romantcs and Mussolini are sufcient
evidence for this.
The totalitarian aspiraton is the aspiraton, as was noted, for the absolute identty of
individuality and totality, the dissoluton of the individual in the signifcant group, the
substtuton of the group identty for individual identty, the actual identfcaton of the personal
and politcal, of all individual ideas and interests with the ideas and interests of the group. Its
logical implicaton is levelling of all individual diferences, making individuals uniform, or
absolute (unconditonal) equality. Individuality is, in fact, suppressed, individual freedom
which is, above all, the freedom to difer is denied. It is this absolute submersion of the
individual in the group, the aboliton of freedom and elevaton of equality above all values that
We, Brave New World, and 1984 stress. At the same tme, all three focus exclusively on a
partcular stratum the intelligentsia, the cultural elite which is a part, albeit the second-ter, of
the ruling class within their dystopian societes. We are separated from the masses of the
people by a wall, products of Beta embryos would not be by any means confused with the
inferior Gammas and Deltas, not to menton the Savages, and members of the Outer Party
regard Proles as wild animals. Products of inferior embryos in Brave New World lead the
stoned but carefree lives of the permanently intoxicated, and in all three novels, the
populatons outside the governing establishment -- those beyond the wall, the Savages, and the
Proles -- are lef in their natural state of freedom: their personal and inner lives are not
controlled, they go about them in ways they choose, their indoctrinaton is haphalard at best
(Proles are kept entertained by trashy literature to keep them out of mischief, but Savages and
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those beyond the wall can actually get access to Shakespeare and Pushkin)c they all can be
spontaneous, like what they like and dislike what they dislike, choose their sexual partners,
have children, sing what Zamiatn, Huxley, and Orwell describe has litle in common with the
concept of totalitarianism constructed by academics.
Of course. Creatve imaginaton does not conjure worlds out of nothing, it makes compete
realites which present themselves partally, spelling out what is only hinted at and developing
tendencies to their logical conclusions. It is remarkable that the imaginaton of three important
writers with varied experience, in three successive decades, a Bolshevik naval engineer in the
early 1920s, immediately afer the 1917 Revoluton, an Oxford scholar and a scion of a
prominent scientfc family in the 1930s, and an ideologically skeptcal life-long fghter for social
justce in Burma and Spain, among other places, in the 1940s, was captured by the tendencies
in their immediate milieu the small world of the educated classes to which they belonged,
and that they reached close to identcal conclusions as to where these tendencies would lead, if
allowed free reign. The ideal type of the totalitarian mode of being (not state) they each
separately constructed rings frighteningly true to us, their fellow intellectuals, who have
experienced these tendencies, and our name is legion. However confused by the later academic
discussions of totalitarianism, we know from experience how totalitarianism feels and
recognile it in Zamiatnss, Huxleyss, and Orwellss depictons. Isnst it curious that, for all three,
totalitarianism reaches its limits with extending equal opportunity into the most private area of
sex, that is, with the denial of freedom of sexual discriminaton: everyone must make oneself
sexually available to everyone else and has no right to personal likes or dislikes, to being turned
on by some qualites and turned of by others, and that love the spontaneous reasserton of
this personal freedom and the rejecton of this equality run amok implies revolt against
totalitarian system as a whole?
Portrayal, however, is not an explanaton. Totalitarian aspiraton permeates our cultural
atmosphere, and the closer we are to cultural centers, in Shilsian terms, the more concentrated
it is, but why? Let me try to approach this queston empirically that is, historically and from
the point of view of the experiencing individual.
Specifcally a reacton to the unfulflled promises of German Enlightenment, German
Romantcism was the original form of general psychological reacton against the characteristc
pressures of modernity. This is the reason for the enormous and lastng appeal of Romantc
philosophy throughout the modern world. Modernity was brought about by natonalism,
appearing frst in 16th century England. Enlightenment already refected the image of reality
projected by natonalism. This image is secular (in the sense of being focused on this empirically
accessible world to the exclusion of transcendental forces), and as regards society based on
the principles of fundamental equality of membership in the community and popular
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sovereignty. The human world is believed to be divided into natons it is internatonal. A
naton is a sovereign community of fundamentally equal members, and therefore, is by
defniton a democracy. Replacing the image of reality in which this world represents only an
insignifcant part, ruled over by the empirically inaccessible, unfathomable transcendental
divine creatve intelligence which gives it meaning, natonalism radically changes our existental
experience. This world becomes inherently meaningful and each one of us is placed in control
of our own destny. We become our own makers. As each of us is fundamentally equal to all
other members of our natonal communites, natonal identty gives us the right to choose our
own personal identty and our actual social positon in principle becomes the functon of what
we want from life. Our individual freedom is dramatcally increased and grows constantly with
additonal choices for self-defniton. But the burden of responsibility for oness own life is
increased proportonately, also growing with additonal choices for self-defniton. For many of
us the environment into which we are born no longer serves as the master blueprint to model
our conduct on throughout our lives. We can no longer learn who we, each individually, are
from it, as did individuals born into the hierarchical religious societes which the egalitarian
secular societes of natonalism replaced. The only thing many of us know about ourselves,
individually, is that, being fundamentally equal to everyone else in our society, we have the
right to occupy any positon we may aspire to. It is up to us to decide what it would be. Of
course, we would only aspire to actual equality with, or the positon of, those we see as beter
of then ourselves. There are, therefore, a limited number of desired identtes and the
competton for them is harsh. Some succeed, and some fail. Failure to realile oness chosen
identty makes one queston oness identty, its efects may be psychologically devastatng. One
is likely to doubt oness very equality to the successful members of oness society and develop an
inferiority complex. There is a challenge and risk in freedomc it is exhilaratng but also
frightening. Risk-averse do not like the experience: they want to be considered equal to the
best without putng this equality to the test. Totalitarianism is the conclusion of this simple
psycho-logical syllogism. It is an ever-present cultural current in modern democracies, though
varying in strength in accordance with circumstances.
There will always be people in a naton, who would eagerly give up their individual freedom for
the safety-net of equality of result (i.e., absolute, unconditonal equality), but the strength of
the totalitarian tendency within a society changes in inverse proporton to the likelihood of
fnding a personally satsfactory place in it, that is, the likelihood of self-satsfacton. It will
naturally be less pronounced in periods of economic growth than in those of recession, but also
at the tmes of natonal self-confdence, peaking internatonal prestge, military victories, than
when the natonss sense of purpose is questoned, its standing is diminished, and military
capacity is in doubt. When economic downturn coincides with natonal self-doubt, defeat, and
falling prestge, as it is today in the United States, the totalitarian tendency should be expected
to be especially powerful. In additon, whatever the circumstances of the naton as a whole, the
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experience of modernity is diferent in diferent social strata: individual freedom may be most
valuable for those who have litle to lose and much to gainc this explains why immigrants to the
United States, whose resources are in every respect inferior to Americans born and brought up
in the country, are more appreciatve of the opportunites this naton ofers (which are
fundamentally opportunites to compete with the beter-endowed) than the natve-born. But
both the sense of freedom and its price are greatest where one has most choices for selfdefniton, which means in the most prosperous and liberal societes, and in the most
prosperous and liberal sectors of any society. The more one has to lose at the start, the riskier
making choices becomes. Educaton also dramatcally increases (awareness of) possibilites of
choice. Paradoxically, this means that objectvely the most comfortable strata of free societes,
the strata who have most freedom and experience it most directly, are subjectvely the least
comfortable with it.
Among other things, this is refected in the signifcantly higher rates of functonal mental
disease (schilophrenia and depressive disorders) with the troubled sense of self as the central
symptom in prosperous and generally safe liberal democracies, such as the United States, and
within the educated upper-middle classes of these democracies, than in less prosperous, less
safe, or less liberal societes, and among contnuously disadvantaged strata and those with
limited educaton in liberal societes. Contnuous economic hardship and physical insecurity
limit oness choices as much as legal restrictons, so does limited educaton and educaton which
imposes limits (for instance, religious educaton)c these factors, which, from some points of
view, consttute objectve disadvantages, as a result, serve as protectve factors in-so-far as
subjectve psychological wellbeing is concerned. The greater is the equality of economic
conditons (and economic mobility) within liberal democracies, and the more people in it get
liberal college educaton, the higher rates of functonal mental disease become in them and the
more evenly they are distributed.
Mental illness, however, is a radical response to the psychological pressures of modernity, and,
even in countries such as the USA, where the rates of functonal disorders are very high, this is
not the response of the overwhelming majority of those who experience these pressures. The
majority of those who are threatened by freedom are afected on the sub-clinical level and are
likely to sufer from a generaliled psychological discomfort, rather than actual disease. They are
by defniton maladjusted to the free society and uncomfortable with their positon (with who
they are) in it. Thus they are naturally hostle to it and those who feel comfortable in it. While
they do not become dysfunctonal, they are easily drawn to socially disruptve actvites join
oppositonal, ofen violent, movements at home, go to fght for revolutonary causes abroad,
become lone wolf terrorists. It is this much larger group than the populaton of mentally ill, that
develops the totalitarian aspiraton. In this sense, totalitarianism is the characteristc modern
malaise, the predominant form the sub-clinical mental discomfort with oneself and oness social
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environment takes. Moreover, it is important to understand that it is a grassroots current: it is
not imposed on the populaton by a centraliled government, it is not a result of ideological
brainwashing (though many of the afected individuals may latch onto an ideology that makes
sense of their discomfort), it derives from this personal discomfort itself. Individuals who are
afraid of freedom want to be dissolved in the collectve, they want decisions to be made for
them, they conform irrespectve of the ideology. That is the reason for the easy, seamless
transfer of modern fanatc devotons from one radical positon to its very opposite: so long as
we bleat in unison, it does not mater whether we bleat: “four legs good, two legs bady or “four
legs good, two legs beter.y
The desire for limits on freedom, like mental illness, is, again, concentrated among those who
have the fewest such limits and the greatest freedom. It is, therefore, not surprising to fnd that
today in the United States the totalitarian tendency is strongest in the universites, both among
the students and among the faculty. Both groups represent a privileged sector in the
corresponding age populatons: 18 to 30 year-olds who cannot aford postponing gainful
employment, not to speak of the tremendous outlay of funds, which getng a college or a
graduate degree now requires, do not opt for college and graduate school, while faculty come
closest to what a liberal democracy has to ofer by way of a ttled leisure class. The two age
groups express their frustratons -- their maladjustment in a liberal democracy diferently: the
young become actvists, the older become ideologues. Through their ideology the faculty
reinforce the discomfort of the students and give directon to their totalitarian aspiraton.
Universites become hothouses of totalitarianism in the United States of America.
This is so, in partcular, within the humanites and social sciences. While the sciences are not
exempt from this, the freedom they enjoy is always more limited than that of the other two
academic divisions. There are internal standards in science against which a scientst cannot
transgress, if he or she wishes to remain a scientst, thus scientfc educaton imposes internal
limits on oness individual freedom. In the humanites, and especially in the social sciences, there
are no such standards and no such limits. In additon, in the sciences, students demand to
acquire a partcular expertse, and the professors, who must demonstrate having this expertse,
spend most of their tme in the classroom transmitng it. In some felds in the humanites (e.g.,
foreign and ancient languages, esoteric subjects such as archaeology) this also obtains to a
certain extent. But in the social sciences, there is very litle to no expertse to transmit, the
students are unaware of what it is, if it exists, and are uncertain of what they want from their
educaton, and professors, as a result, may use the classroom as a pulpit for preaching their
ideology.
The identfcaton of the university with science makes the situaton paradoxical. The internal
standards of science protect it against the impositons of extra-scientfc authorites. To
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develop, science must be free to hold on to its standards and to disregard all others, if these
others contradict its internal requirements. The ideals of individual freedom, partcularly
freedom of thought and expression, rose to their place at the apex of the modern scale of
values to a great extent thanks to the emergence of science as a central measure of the
intelligence, and thus prestge, of a naton. Science especially pure, fundamental, not applied
science -- educates for freedom by example: by stcking to its normatve standards of
conjecture and refutaton we call “scientfc methody (i.e., logical formulaton of hypotheses, so
that they may be contradicted and refuted by empirical evidence), whatever the extra-scientfc
cultural trends or public demands. This is why the freedom to think and say that two tmes two
is four is so cardinally important, as Winston Smith realiles in 1984. Mussolini, in his aspiraton
to leave no sphere of life outside the state, to harness every human actvity to its politcal
needs, chose the emphatcally a-politcal chess and art as his examples: "We must fnish once
and for all with the neutrality of chess. We must condemn once and for all the formula 'chess
for the sake of chess', like the formula 'art for art's sake'. We must organile shockbrigades of
chess-players, and begin immediate realilaton of a Five-Year Plan for chess." Yet, chess would
contnue to be chess, even if organiled in Five-Year Plans, and even art, though afected in the
directon of its development, could contnue to be creatve. Science, in distncton, would cease
to be science: subjected to extra-scientfc directons, it will lose its creatve ability and will no
longer progress towards ever greater “content of truthy in its understanding of empirical
reality. It will become stagnant, in other words. It is the functonally imperatve for its
development neutrality of science (neutrality not required for the realilaton of objectves of
chess and art, their functoning as such), the functonal necessity of its autonomy that bestows
on science its most important, exemplary role in liberal democracy. When it accepts an
instrumental positon, be it in the economy, in warfare, or in medicine, and agrees to become a
tool in the hands of a wider society, it can no longer play this great role. Science which gives up
on its freedom to develop independently of social control loses its exceptonal signifcance for
liberal democracy and becomes just another way people make their living.
Historically, it was against religious authority that science had to be protected and that freedom
of thought, in general, was asserted. Eventually, science replaced religion as the supreme
intellectual and even moral authority. A core modern insttuton, it came to be widely regarded
as the embodiment of modern values. American research universites, ofen constructed on the
basis of fundamentally religious educatonal insttutons, were founded specifcally to create
optmal conditons for the development of science. With their formaton, academic freedom
the right of science to develop unimpeded -- became one of these values. The preserve of
academic freedom, American research universites were thus built as bastons of freedom of
thought and expression, of the individual freedom par excellence and they are stll considered
as such around the world. Extra-mural intrusions into the sacrosanct space of the universites
were seen as the surest, most egregious, sign of betrayal of the ideal of freedom itself. Atack
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on academic freedom meant an atack on liberal democracy and commitments of modernity. In
the course of the 20th century, such intrusion was feared mostly from the totalitarian state, as
happened in Nali Germany and the Soviet Union.
Research universites were founded to advance the sciences: they ofered scientsts steady and
comfortable employment, allowing them to dedicate themselves full-tme to their work,
without worrying about where the funding of it would come from, and assuring the training of
the next generaton of scientsts through their graduate departments. In the United States,
where the model of research universites was created (to spread eventually around the world),
the money was initally provided by the so-called “robber baronsy of the post-Civil-War years.
This provided the structured environment, the systemic conditons in which science could
advance. The universites could not actually advance science: every advance in the
understanding of reality was a result of individual creatvity, which cannot be taught or even
cultvated, but can only be recogniled and encouraged. It was their task to assure such
recogniton and encouragement. To assure this, they had to foster competence
the
knowledge of what was already known, the familiarity with the state of any partcular scientfc
feld, which would enable one to immediately recognile and judge the signifcance of a
breakthrough if it happened. In Kuhnian terms, homes for normal, routne science, the
universites have been gatekeepers for revolutonary science, which ofen came from the
margins of partcular disciplines (e.g., Einstein). It is competence, the mastery of the feld, not
originality, which became the routne basis for promoton, remuneraton, etc. Originality,
creatvity, always extra-ordinary, naturally remained in many respects outside the university
order, established to create optmal conditons for it.
The early presidents of the American research universites, either altogether new
establishments, such as Johns Hopkins or the University of Chicago, or of colleges that were
transformed into research universites, such as Harvard, Princeton, and Yale, were ofen
clergymen, very rarely scientsts themselves, and did not have clear views on the nature of
science and its standards. Therefore, they saw no problem in accommodatng within the
universites intellectuals returning from Germany, where, in the traditonal German universites,
which trained personnel for government bureaucracies and ofered courses in the general
liberal arts or philosophy, they were educated in the humanites and, admiring the German
arrangement, wished to contnue as professors in universites at home. Some of these
intellectuals also opted for the moniker of “social scientsts.y The frst social science in an
American research university was historyc the department was established at Johns Hopkins in
1876. Within the next three decades we had the full existng set of social science departments.
Called “sciences,y social sciences laid claim to the validity, reliability, and therefore authority of
science. Together with the rest of the denilens of research universites they also acquired the
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right to academic freedom. But they were sciences in name only: they did not have the internal
standards of science which would impose on them an inner logic of development and shield
them from extrascientfc infuences. They did not consistently increase the “truth contenty of
their interpretatons of reality and did not progress. They were insttutonally malleable and
permeable, and always under the infuences of dominant cultural trends, pulled by them in
diferent directons. Unlike in the sciences, academic freedom, as a result, in the social sciences
was interpreted not as the right to develop unimpeded by these dominant trends, but as one to
pursue, irrespectve of whether it conformed to any standards, any interest, including advocacy
in the classroom and in oness publicatons of precisely those dominant cultural trends, from
which the requirement of academic freedom was supposed to protect science. These dominant
trends thus from early on emerged as standards in the social sciences, with scholarship and
teaching valued in accordance to how well they refected such extrascientfc infuences.
Depending on the character of the partcular discipline, the extrascientfc trends they refected
could be fads and fashions around partcular names or ideas, currents in politcal culture,
passions aroused by electoral cycles, economic fuctuatons, technological innovatons, or any
combinaton of these that would determine the general tenor of public discussion during
partcular periods. These would crystallile into partcular disciplinary dogmas. Competence, on
which career advancement would depend, in these disciplines came to mean conformity and
dogmatsm. Research universites, established to protect freedom of thought and creatvity, at
least in the social sciences became pressure chambers in which these were consistently
suppressed.
The bureaucratlaton of universites greatly contributed to and perpetuated this state of
afairs. Bureaucracies are organilatons exclusively concerned with instrumentalites. Social
mechanisms for the achievement of certain goals and values, they are autonomous i.e., ruled
by a logic independent of these goals and values and for this reason, fundamentally the same
in politcs, in educaton, in health-care, and so on. Their own goal is to have the mechanism
operate smoothly in other words, to assure their own smooth operaton. Thus they tend to fll
every gap in the functonal stream consttutng their feedback loop and naturally grow. As they
grow, the amount of vested interests in their contnued existence as bureaucracies, completely
unrelated to the goals and values around which they were originally developed, grows too, and
they become increasingly driven by the interest of self-perpetuaton, even to the detriment of
these goals and values. Unless constantly redirected to these by personal, independent of the
bureaucracy, leadership, they are naturally prone to become dissociated from these goals and
values. With the increase in the input of the bureaucracy into the selecton of candidates for
such leadership positons the probability that the leadership would be independent decreases.
This input, in turn, is directly related to the partcipaton of the bureaucracy in fundraising. In
universites it necessarily increased when the money of original patrons which for a tme
allowed them to be fnancially independent was spent. Our research universites are vast, now
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old, bureaucracies, increasingly relying on fundraising to sustain themselves. It is not surprising
that they are centrally preoccupied with generatng revenue and are no longer knowledgeseeking insttutons, dedicated to the purpose of creatng congenial environment for free
generaton of ideas.
Even natural sciences are afected by the bureaucratlaton of universites. Competng against
each other for external funds, universites, on the one hand, establish a single hierarchy of
prestge, which precludes diversity of scientfc training and discourages scientfc innovaton,
and, on the other, making promoton and professional status of researchers directly dependent
on outside grants, open doors to the penetraton of extrascientfc infuences, as they allow (in
fact, force) research to be shaped by the requirements of governmental and private funding
agencies. Even in natural sciences, academic freedom loses its original meaning of freedom of
thought and expression. In social sciences, in which free thought and expression have been
discouraged for many decades, bureaucratlaton not only perpetuates the historical problem
with the social sciences (their claims to the status and authority of science, which are founded
solely on their insttutonalilaton as “sciencesy within research universites founded essentally
to promote the sciences) that, in the absence of standards and scholarly traditon, necessarily
leads to the equaton of competence with conformity to the prevailing ideology, but
exacerbates it by actvely privileging advocacy of popular ideological causes capable to secure
external funds. To use a medical metaphor, our social sciences are prey to several debilitatng
infectous diseases against which they are powerless to protect themselves due to a severe
developmental disorder, of which they are also victms.
And so, as our universites increasingly lose the ability to contribute to the maintenance of free
society by shielding science from extrascientfc demands, the contributon of the rest of the
campus to the dismantling of liberal democracy grows. Far from being the baston of free
thinking and open mind, the university emerges as the seedbed of grassroots totalitarianism, a
huge, ramifed Minitrue, without the help of the centraliled ideological state, without the
vigilance of the Big Brother. (Though, come to think of it, WE, in the Brave New World of 2015,
on this side of Oceania, would surely be guided by a Big Sister.)
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